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Commercial Storage Container Bin
Safety & Security Essential Storage Box
(37 Gal. Capacity)

Installation Instructions
Please read the instructions carefully before assembly and use. Clear the space for 
assembly and lay out all parts based on the Parts List. Ensure that all pieces are present.

Lay out the bottom, the left (A) and 
right (B) side plate Insert left (A) and 
right (B) side panel into the bottom 
card slot that corresponds to the 
position, as shown in Figure 1.

Add two screws each side to secure in 
the side plates.
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Figure 1

Press the former (D) and the rear (C) 
plate into left and right plate respectively
according to the Y direction, then insert 
into bottom slots in the X direction, as 
shown in Figure 3.

Reinforce front plate and rear plate
respectively with three screws and 
one screw for each of the four corner 
posts, as shown in Figure 4.
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Steps to set the code of the cipher lock

1. The initial code is 0000.

2. Switch the lever from Point B to Point A, 
    after con�rm about the initial code.

3. Set your own code

4. Switch the lever from Point A to Point   B, after the code  is set.

5. Please memorize the code that you set and follow step 2, step 3 and step 4 to set a new code.

Questions? Issues?
We are here to help!

Phone: (1) 718-535-1800
Email: support@pyleusa.com

Install the top cover to the back cover. 
Set it approximately at the angle of 60°,
then insert the damper shaft following B 
direction.

Set password to complete Assembly.5 6

Note: For the safety purpose, this box does not reserve 
any position  for outer unlock device in its structural 
design and is not easy to dismantle after assembly. 
Please pay full attention to each steps of code setting,  
make sure the 4 digits lock codes set is exactly in parallel 
line, then put the code set lever back to "B" position, do 
not forget your set codes to avoid any inconvenience.
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